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Abstract

Understanding the Qualitative Nature of
Product Reviews by Integrating Text
Processing Algorithm and Usability Feature
Extraction
Cherry Ling Yieng Siang
Department of Industrial Engineering
The Graduate School
Seoul National University
The quality of a product to be usable has become the basic requirement
in consumer’s perspective while failing the requirement ends up the customer
from not using the product. Identifying usability issues from analyzing
quantitative and qualitative data collected from usability testing and
evaluation activities aids in the process of product design, yet the lack of
studies and researches regarding analysis methodologies in qualitative text
data of usability field inhibits the potential of these data for more useful
applications. While the possibility of analyzing qualitative text data found
with the rapid development of data analysis studies such as natural language
processing field in understanding human language in computer, and machine
learning field in providing predictive model and clustering tool.

Therefore, this research aims to study the application capability of text
processing algorithm in analysis of qualitative text data collected from
i

usability activities. This research utilized datasets collected from LG
neckband headset usability experiment in which the datasets consist of
headset survey text data, subject’s data and product physical data. In the
analysis procedure, which integrated with text-processing algorithm, the
process includes training of comments onto vector space, labeling them with
subject and product physical feature data, and clustering to validate the result
of comment vector clustering.

The result shows “Volume and music control button” as the usability
feature that matches best with the cluster of comment vectors where centroid
comments of a cluster emphasized on appearance and button position while
centroid comments of the other cluster emphasized on the button interface
issues. When the volume and music control buttons are designed separately,
the participant experienced less confusion and thus the comments mentioned
only about the appearance and the positions of the buttons. While in the
situation where the volume and music control buttons are designed as a single
button, the participants experienced the interface issues regarding the buttons
such as operating methods, confusion of functions and learnability of button
functions. The relevance of the cluster centroid comments with the extracted
feature explained the capability of text processing algorithms in analyzing
qualitative text data from usability testing and evaluations.

Keywords:
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Qualitative

data, Text-processing algorithm,

Word2Vec, Natural Language Processing
Student Number: 2016-22086
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Introduction
Background and Motivation

Iterative design is one of the principles in ensuring a product has good
quality of user interface. As we can see from the success of Apple Inc. where
its products are developed through endless iterative processes of testing and
prototypes (Nieto-Rodriguez, 2012). Unsolved user interface issue from a
product might stop people from using the product in spite of the powerful
technology embedded within the product. In most of the invention, single
attempt is nearly impossible to create perfect user interfaces but only through
constant improvements. In order to ensure the success of the product,
evaluating and improving existing product user interface as well as
improving the methodology in identify usability issues play import roles.

Usability testing, with its roots in classical methodology, is a research
tool used originally in identifying usability deficiencies in computer-based
and electronic equipment (J. Rubin, 1994). It is also the common method
used in identifying user interface issues remained in a product. The term,
usability testing, is a technique itself as well as referring to the technique that
collects empirical data while observing and recording the representative
users using the product by performing designed tasks (J. Rubin, 1994). While
techniques such as interviews and questionnaires are often used to
understand the representative users of the product in deeper and broader way
respectively before the design of the empirical usability testing.
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On the other hand, the convenience of e-commerce service has attracted
increasing number of customers buying products through Internet. The act of
writing review regarding bought product from a customer becomes a
common practice, as the users themselves would like to obtain useful
information from the reviews as well. These reviews can be considered as a
collection of open-end survey by asking the users who bought product from
the Internet to make evaluation on the product usage as well. The
development of analysis methodology for qualitative text data would be
beneficial with the increasing source of input data.

There have been studies conducted in understanding human language and
extracting meaning from text in the field of natural language processing
(NLP) since 1960s (Winograd, 1971). Researches in the field of NLP even
reach a new level with the introduction of neural network in learning the
word distributions (Mikolov, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013). Also, with the
rapid development of algorithms in machine learning field, these algorithms
are able to learn data to form predictive model, form association rule, model
complex relationships between inputs and output in which they term as
‘neural network’, classify or model regression and others (Bishop, 2006).

Despite analyzing the text data collected from both interviews and
surveys are both possible in quantitative or qualitative way depending on the
research planning, studies showed that there is a lack for the methodologies
in quantifying these qualitative data, without manually code annotate, for
further analysis using tool such as machine learning.

2

Research Objective

This research aims to study the application capability of text processing
algorithm in analysis of qualitative text data collected from usability
activities. Two issues regarding current qualitative data analysis from
usability testing were explained below, which consist of “interpret and
summarize qualitative text content manually by reading each lines of text”,
and “lack of implications in qualitative data due to the quantification issue”.
Therefore, these issues motivate the effort to study the capability of
integrating Word2Vec and Doc2Vec as text-processing algorithms into the
analysis of product comments.

1.2.1

Self-organizing of qualitative text data

This research seeks to improve the conventional analysis method of
organizing qualitative text data by integrating text-processing algorithms in
learning and organizing the text data themselves instead by manual
annotating. In conventional analysis of qualitative text data, segmentation of
raw data and annotating code onto each segment with their respective
meanings often require tedious time and effort. Therefore, this research
proposes a novel approach to organize the collected usability text data by
adopting Word2Vec algorithm.

1.2.2

Quantification of qualitative text data

Score provides a sense of standard for decision-making. When
quantification of text data collected from usability testing together with the
evaluations with the increasing size of consumer text and score data,
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powerful score predicting model can be formed. Therefore, this research
aims to confirm the application capability of text-processing algorithms in
qualitative text analysis in preparing to dive into complex model.

1.2.3

Thesis outline

The purpose of this research is to study the capability of integrating
Word2Vec and Doc2Vec of text processing algorithms in analysis of
qualitative text comments collected from usability testing and evaluation
experiment. The structure of this research is organized as below.

Chapter 2 reviews about the background of usability testing and
evaluations, qualitative data analysis methodologies and text processing
algorithms. Chapter 3 introduces the analysis procedure of qualitative text
comments using Word2Vec and Doc2Vec algorithms. Chapter 4 illustrates
the results of comment vectors visualization with usability features labeling,
accuracy of comment vectors cluster with usability features categories, and
accuracy difference result after insertion of product physical feature axis into
comment vectors. Chapter 5 discuss the findings, limitations, implications
and future works of the research study,

4

Literature Review
Product usability testing and evaluation

2.1.1

Usability definition

Standard definition of usability as defined in ISO (1998) is “the
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction with specified users achieve
specified goals in particular environments”. The standard identifies
effectiveness as the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve
specified goals, efficiency as the resources expended in relation to the
accuracy and completeness with which users achieve goals and satisfaction
as freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use of product
(ISO, 1998).

2.1.2

Usability activities

In UCD process, ISO 13407 standard identifies four general activities, in
which two of them, “Understand and specify context of use” and “Specify
the user and organizational requirements”, are relevant to the determination
of usability requirements. The results of usability requirements activities, in
identification of users, goals, environments, usability measures, provide
direction for the design phase and basis for planning evaluations (Jokela,
Iivari, Matero, & Karukka, 2003).

Usability activities in understanding and specifying context of use
include stakeholder analysis (Brugha & Varvasovszky, 2000), context-of-use
analysis(Martin Maguire, 2001), survey of existing users (Lazar & Preece,
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1999), field study or user observation (Lazar & Preece, 1999), diary keeping
(MC Maguire, 1998), and task analysis (Annett & Stanton, 2000). In
specifying the user and organizational requirements, usability activities such
as stakeholder analysis (Brugha & Varvasovszky, 2000), user cost-benefit
analysis (Mayhew, 1999), user requirements interviews (Hazemi &
Macaulay, 1996), focus groups (Caplan, 1990), scenarios of use (Nielsen,
1994), personas(Cooper, 2004), task or function mapping (Catterall, 1990),
allocation of function (Dearden, Harrison, & Wright, 2000) are employed.

2.1.3

Characteristics of text data

Researchers conduct interviews not only in usability testing but also in
other field such as employment, psychology, journalism, media and other
situations. Individual face-to-face interviews are used with the purpose to
learn interviewee’s individual experiences through conversation (DiCicco‐
Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). Interviews can be in different form of structure
corresponding to the research question and disciplinary perspective of
researcher. Structured interview format is designed so that to test a deductive
hypothesis while semi-structured and unstructured interview are used to
explore the meaning in order to generate hypotheses (DiCicco‐Bloom &
Crabtree, 2006).

Qualitative data analysis

In analyzing qualitative data, researchers try to organize and sort data into
certain patterns as they can, in order to find the meaning from data that they
collected. Data analysis methodologies consist of different groups in which
they are interpretive techniques, recursive abstraction, and machine learning.
6

2.2.1

Qualitative data analysis methodologies

The most common method of qualitative data analysis is the interpretive
techniques. These techniques allow the researcher or the observer to form an
impression (Seyama & Nagayama, 2007) after examining through the data
and report them in a structured way or quantitative form. One of the
technique found in interpretive techniques is the coding technique. The term
“coding” refers to the process of organizing and transforming the data into
quantitative forms for interpretation. Through the process, the data is
organized into few segments and these segments are labeled with a code that
related to the respective segment. While there are also contemporary
qualitative data analysis which supported by computer programs. These
includes MAXQDA, QDAMiner, ATLAS.ti, NVivo and HyperResearch
(Gibbs, 2014).

While there are analysis methodology that carried out without coding
which they refer it as recursive abstraction. Analysts carry out this
methodology by summarizing the collected datasets and then further
summarizing until compact summary is obtained. However, the front step of
summarizing procedure can be crucial in determining the summary collected
at the end. If poor summarization was done at the front part, the method will
create an inaccurate final summary at the end.

Besides, some qualitative data analysis techniques required the use of
computer work to reduce large amount of qualitative data in which they refer
those methodologies as mechanical techniques. When the data are too large
for human to organize and interpret, it is more cost effective for the use of
7

these mechanical techniques to do their works. In addition, the use of
mechanical techniques will be more effective when the data contains certain
signals that need to be detected.

Text Processing Algorithm

2.3.1

Natural Language Processing

Natural language defined as any language that has evolved naturally in
humans, which can take many forms such as speech and gesture signing
contrasting with constructed and formal languages such as the language used
for programming (Lyons, 1991). All the languages found in our worlds are
considered as natural languages and can be subdivided with either as standard
language or nonstandard dialect. There are languages such as Esperanto and
Interlingua are not considered as natural language due to the reason that these
languages are not evolved naturally, but being designed by selecting elements
from natural languages (Gopsill, 1990).

Natural language processing (NLP) emerged from the field of computer
science concerned in dealing with human languages. Popular studies
regarding the starting of NLP research are the publishing of an article which
related to the Turing test as we call it now (Turing, 1950). Turing (1950)
proposed that a human evaluator would judge natural language conversations
between a human and a machine designed to generate human-like responses.
Later, NLP evolved with the researchers studied on automatic translation
between different languages where the first public demonstration of the
feasibility of machine translation was given in year 1954 (Hutchins, 2005).
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In 1960s, both SHRDLU (Ward, 2003) and ELIZA are successful NLP
systems developed during the period. SHRDLU was developed by Terry
Winograd at MIT in year of 1969 to 1970 (Winograd, 1971), the developed
system allows user to have a continuous conversation with the computer.
According to Terry, the entire set of objects and locations could be described
by simple set of words for around 50 vocabularies. While Joseph
Weizenhaum developed ELIZA at MIT during 1964 to 1966 (Weizenbaum,
1976). The system simulated conversation by using pattern-matching and
substitution method, therefore gave an illusion to the user that the computer
is understanding the context but actually not (Norvig, 1992).

NLP systems was mostly developed based on complex sets of handwritten rules up to 1980s while later, the revolution of NLP occurred through
the implementation of machine learning algorithms. Researches have
focused on unsupervised and semi-supervised learning based algorithm.
These algorithms are able to learn by themselves without hand-annotated
answers. While recently, implementation of deep learning techniques
(Goldberg, 2016; LeCun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015) produced even powerful
result of NLP system such as language modeling (Jozefowicz, Vinyals,
Schuster, Shazeer, & Wu, 2016) and parsing (Charniak, 2016).

Researched tasks of NLP can be divided into four groups in which they
are syntax, semantics, discourse, and speech. Tasks related to syntax are
morphological segmentation (Singh & Bandyopadhyay, 2008), part-ofspeech tagging (Voutilainen, 2003), parsing (Charniak, 1997), sentence
breaking, word segmentation (Peng, Feng, & McCallum, 2004), and
terminology extraction (Pazienza, Pennacchiotti, & Zanzotto, 2005). While
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tasks such as lexical semantics (Cruse, 1986), machine translation (Hutchins,
2005), named entity recognition (Tjong Kim Sang & De Meulder, 2003),
natural language generation (Bateman & Zock, 2003), natural language
understanding (Allen, 1995), optical character recognition (Mori, Nishida, &
Yamada, 1999), question answering (Ravichandran & Hovy, 2002),
recognizing textual entailment (Dagan, Dolan, Magnini, & Roth, 2009),
relationship extraction (Sarawagi, 2008), sentimental analysis (Pang & Lee,
2008),

topic

segmentation

(Reynar,

1998),

word

sense

disambiguation(Stevenson & Wilks, 2003) related to semantics research
tasks. Research tasks related to discourse consist of automatic
summarization(Mani & Maybury, 1999), coreference resolution (Ng &
Cardie, 2002), and discourse analysis (Van Dijk, 1985). Lastly, research tasks
regarding speech consist of speech recognition(Rabiner & Juang, 1993),
speech segmentation (Morais, Bertelson, Cary, & Alegria, 1986) and text-tospeech (Addison, Wilson, Marple, Handal, & Krebs, 2005).

2.3.2

Word vector representations

Word embedding or word representation is a general term used to explain
a set of language modeling and feature learning techniques in natural
language processing where words, phrases or sentences from vocabulary are
mapped to vectors of real numbers. Types of method for the mapping process
include neural network (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013),
dimensionality reduction on the word co-occurrence matrix (Lebret &
Collobert, 2013; Levy & Goldberg, 2014b; Li et al., 2015), probabilistic
models(Globerson, Chechik, Pereira, & Tishby, 2007) and explicit vector
space representation (Levy & Goldberg, 2014a).
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Word2vec, proposed by Tomas Mikolov, Chen, et al. (2013) at Google,
is a group of models that use neural network to produce word embedding.
The proposed word2vec model functions by taking large corpus of text as its
input and producing vector space with each distinct word in the corpus being
assigned a corresponding vector in the trained space. The proximity of word
vectors in the space indicates the corresponding words show common
context (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013).

There are mainly two types of model architecture in Word2vec. The first
model architecture, named continuous bag-of-words model (CBOW),
predicts the current word based on the context from surrounding window
words. The second model architecture, named continuous skip-grams model,
predicts surrounding window of words (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013). Figure
1 shows model architecture of continuous CBOW model while Figure 2
shows model architecture of continuous skip-grams model.

11

Figure 1. Model architecture of CBOW model

Figure 2. Model architecture of Skip-grams model
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2.3.3

Word2Vec parameterization

According to (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013), parameterization affects
sensitively to the result of word2vec. The first parameterization dealt with
training algorithm. Depending on different tasks, word2vec model can be
trained with training algorithm of either hierarchical softmax or negative
sampling or both of them (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013). Hierarchical softmax
utilizes Huffman tree to reduce calculation while negative sampling method
reaches maximization by minimizing log-likelihood of sampled negative
instances. According to the author, negative sampling works better for
frequent words and low dimensional vectors while hierarchical softmax
works better for less frequent words (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013).

Next parameterization is the sub-sampling, which is to adjust frequent
words as similar to stop-words removal process. According to Maaten and
Hinton (2008), sub-sampling of words with frequency beyond a certain
threshold can improve the training speed. Third parameterization involves
the selection of dimension size for training with quality of word embedding
improves with the increment of dimension size. The last parametrization goes
to context window where it determines the number of words before and after
a given word going to be included as context words for the given word. It is
suggested the window value used for CBOW model is 5 while window value
of 10 for skip-gram (Mikolov, Chen, et al., 2013). Doc2Vec has being
proposed for the extension of word2vec to construct embedding from
documents instead of individual words (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2013).
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Research Methodology
Data source experiment
The experiment in collecting qualitative text data is independent from the
research process of this study. The research utilized datasets collected from
the experiment to be analyzed; the following parts explain the Information
of how the experiment was conducted to provide more understanding of the
research process.

3.1.1

LG neckband Bluetooth headset

The target product used in the experiment is LG neckband Bluetooth
headset, which is a wearable device paired to the user’s smartphone through
Bluetooth device. The main function of the headset is to listen to music with
hands-free by wearing the device around the neck. The experiment aims to
collect usability data for the use of research.

3.1.2

Participants

26 participants with the number of females and males distributes equally
participated the experiment, Age of participants in the experiment ranges
from 22 to 49 years old. These participants are users that acquired experience
in either using or owning any brand of the similar neckband type headset.

3.1.3

Method

Participants were asked to carry out usability survey, as shown in Figure
3, in Korean language with each of them performed specific tasks as listed
in Table 1 on all of the 16 different models of LG neckband headset. After
14

each participant spent 4 hours of evaluating all the model samples,
experimenter measured their anthropometric size of neck circumference,
neck width, thumb width and also index finger width. They also recorded all
the physical feature characteristics of all the 16 model samples.

3.1.4

Datasets Collection

Text surveys on 16 models of LG headset from each participant were
collected for the use of this study. Dataset regarding the usability of the
headset such as subject data and product physical feature data were also used.
From the experiment, subject data were recorded by asking demographic
data such as gender and age, and by measuring anthropometric data such as
neck circumference, neck width, thumb width, index finger width. While
product physical feature data were recorded by observing the features of each
model such as charger position, power button position, combination of
volume and music control button, earbuds store methods, ear buds wire width,
and ear buds length.

Figure 3. Scene of participant evaluating LG headset
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Table 1. Tasks performed by participants while evaluating headset’s
usability.
Tasks
On headset
Select pairing device
Wear headset
Remove / Wear ear tip
Play song
Pause song
Forward / Backward song
Adjust volume
Stop song
Call / Receive call
On Off speaker
Remove headset
Off headset
Charge headset

.
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Research process

The research process of this paper consists of “Analysis procedure of
product review with text processing algorithm”, “Exploration of comment
vectors on usability features labeling” and “Comment vectors clustering” as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Analysis procedure of text data collected from usability testing.

3.2.1 Analysis with text processing algorithm
The first procedure of the research is to analyze the raw comments
obtained from data source experiment with text processing algorithm. This
process aims to train text words into vector space.

In preparation for the analysis of text comments, we organized the 416
text comments (26 participants times 16 model types of headset) into excel

17

file with a unit comment defined as sentences of texts written by a participant
as illustrated in Figure 5. The organized excel file was saved into text file
and imported to Jupyter Notebooks (Kluyver et al., 2016). Before the
analysis process, we carried out text data preprocess procedure such as
tokenizing and removing common words using Korean Natural Language
Processing in Python (KoNLP) package in
which the package provides function for tagging the Korean sentence into
words with Kkma as selected part of speech tagger (Jeon & Kim, 2013).

After preprocessing procedure, the tokenized comments are trained using
Word2vec algorithm with parameter settings of (dimension size=five,
window size=five, model type= skip-gram, negative sampling= five). Later,
Doc2vec algorithm trains average of a comment’s word vectors into a
comment vector. This process resulted 416 comment vectors which we can
retrieve those comments through their index number from 0 to 415.

Figure 5. A unit comment defined as the overall sentences written by a
participant on a particular model.
18

3.2.2

Usability features labeling

The second procedure of the research is to plot each comment vector with
its corresponding experiment usability feature data in order to allow the
comparison with the clustering result, and to inspect the distribution of
comment vectors based on usability feature data collected from experiment.

First, we trained comment vector by Doc2Vec algorithm through
averaging a comment’s word vectors. 416 comment vectors in fivedimension space are embed and plotted as points on two-dimensional graph
using t-SNE. Therefore, each point in the graph represents a comment as
defined previously. We labeled those points with corresponding usability
feature data as listed on Table 2. The following graph, Figure 6, illustrates
the distribution of comment vectors before and after the labeling of
experiment usability data as an example.

Figure 6. Illustration of comment vectors distribution before and after
labeling of gender data.
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Table 2. Usability features labeled on comment vectors
Usability features
Age group
Gender
Neck circumference
Neck width
Thumb width
Index finger width
Model weight
Charger button position
Power button position
Combination of volume and music control button
Earbuds store method
Wire length
Wire diameter

In the two-dimension graph, points that positioned closely with each
other indicate the corresponding comments have similar context. Therefore,
if the points of same color document vector are clustered together, after
usability feature labeling of gender-red for male and blue for female, it
indicates that the comment vectors are distributed in a way related to gender
usability feature.
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3.2.3

Comment vectors clustering

The purpose of clustering comment vectors is to investigate the meaning
of the comment vectors distribution. Our approach is to conduct clustering
on comment vectors. If the clusters of comment vectors are able to explain
different context of information between different clusters of comment
vectors, this explains the appropriateness of the use of these algorithms in
text analysis process.

We approached the investigation by compare the clusters of comment
vectors with experiment usability features data as illustrated in Figure 7. This
is to see whether the meaning or context embed within comment vectors is
based on any of these usability features(Gender, Age group, neck
circumference, neck width, thumb width, index width, model weight, charger
button position, power button position, volume and music control button, ear
buds store method, wire length and wire diameter).

Figure 7. Illustration of comparing the clusters of comment vectors with
experiment usability features data
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In the process, we conducted K-means clustering to divide comment
vectors into group of two and three clusters respectively. This is to allow
comparison with usability features of different number of categories. For
example, age group, neck circumference, model weight and ear buds store
method, consist of three categories while gender, neck width, thumb width,
index finger width, charger button position, volume and music control button,
wire length, and wire diameter, consist of two categories.

In order to obtain the rank of the usability features that explain best on
the cluster of comment vectors, we use accuracy calculated from confusion
matrix as the metric for rank comparison to extract the order or rank of the
usability features that match best with clustering result of comment vectors.
As an example, illustrated in Figure 7, when comment clusters and usability
feature data were both consist of only two categories, the resulted confusion
matrix is a 2 by 2 matrix or if they were three categories, the resulted
confusion matrix will be a 3 by 3 matrix. The matrix reports the number of
cases of the true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrix of comment vectors cluster and usability
feature data.

Accuracy for usability feature rank comparison
=

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 + 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑛𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒

To understand the implementation of confusion matrix, we will use
gender of usability feature as example for explanation. True positives are the
number of cases where the comment vector clustered as male category
matches with the comment vector labeled with experiment data as male. True
negatives are the number of cases where the comment vector clustered as
female category matches with comment vector labeled with experiment data
as female. We calculate the accuracy, as shown in the equation below, by
summing true positive and true negative, and dividing total number of case,
which is 416 in this research.
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Result
Analysis procedure output

4.1.1

Result of word2vec training

In the first procedure of research, which aims to train texts words into
vector space, resulted an array of 774 unique words with their respective
vector values in five-dimension space as shown in Figure 9.

As a comment is defined by sentences of texts written by a participant on
a type of headset model, tokenizing process divided a comment into tokens.
These tokens cannot be used directly in the Word2Vec training process due
to the reason that the common words occurring in the comments have large
impact on the result of training. Therefore, we removed common words with
tags.

Figure 9. Word vectors trained with Word2Vec process
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Figure 9 displays a proportion part extracted from total list of 776 unique
words vectors. The words listed on the left side of the Figure 9 are the tokens
with each extracted from the whole comments. While the values on the right
side respective to the word are the vector values of the word obtained from
Word2Vec training. In other words, these 776 token of words are trained in a
vector space of five-dimension and each attained their respective positions
within the space.

Usability feature labeling visualization

The second procedure of the research is to plot each comment vector with
its corresponding experiment usability feature data in order to allow the
comparison with the clustering result, which will be explained in Section 4.3.
This process also inspected the distribution of comment vectors based on
usability feature data collected from experiment. We first collected the
plotting of comment vectors distribution before usability feature labeling and
then other graphs with usability feature labeling.

4.2.1 Result of doc2vec training
In order to capture the distribution of comment vectors, mapping of 416
comment vectors into two-dimensional space by using t-SNE resulted the
visualization of comment vectors distributed in meteor-shape graph. Each
point in the graph represents a comment collected from the experiment.
Points that positioned closely with each other in the graph indicate the
corresponding comments have similar content or context. Figure 10. shows
all the 416 comment vectors distributed on two-dimensional space.
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Figure 10. Visualization of 416 comment vectors n two-dimensional space

The points in Figure 10 are the vectors that embed from five-dimensional
space to two-dimensional space. Each represented a comment regarding a
headset model provided by a particular participant.

4.2.2 Result of usability feature labeling
Labeling each set of 416 comment vectors with 13 usability features
respectively resulted 13 graphs as shown in the following visualization
graphs. While comment vectors labeled with usability features and their
respective color indicators are summarized in Table 3.
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Table 3. Summarized usability features with its respective color
meanings.
Usability features

Red

Blue

Green

Age group (years old)

20~29

30~39

40~49

Gender

Male

Female

Neck circumference (mm)

290~340

341~380

Neck width (mm)

<=120

>120

Thumb width (mm)

<=19

>19

Index finger width (mm)

<=15

>15

Model weight (g)

21~30

31~40

Charger button position

Inside

Outside

Power button position

Inside

Outside

Volume and music control button

Combined

Separate

Ear buds store method

Magnet

Button

Wire length (mm)

160~185

185~250

Wire diameter (mm)

0.5~0.9

1.0~1.4
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381~420

>40

Pull

Age group: In the case of age group as usability feature, as shown in
Figure 11, red color indicates age group of twenties; blue color indicates age
group of thirties; green color indicates age group of forties.
The illustration of experiment age group feature labeling in Figure 11
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of three categories.
The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated
participant’s age group from experiment is with clustering result of trained
comment vectors.

Figure 11. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s age
group
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Gender: When the comment vectors were labeled with participant’s
gender as usability feature, the resulted comment vector distributions in twodimensional space can be seen in Figure 12. Red color indicates male
participant commenting the corresponding comment; blue color indicates
female participant commenting the corresponding comment.

Figure 12. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s
gender.

The illustration of experiment gender feature labeling in Figure 12 will
later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories. The
comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated participant’s
gender from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment vectors.

Neck circumference: Figure 13 showed the visualization of document
vectors labeled with usability feature of participant’s neck circumference.
Red color indicates the particular comment is provided by participant with
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anthropometric measure of neck circumference that is in the range between
290 mm to 340 mm; Blue color indicates the particular comment is provided
by participant with anthropometric measure of neck circumference that is in
the range between 341 mm to 380 mm; Green color indicates the particular
comment is provided by participant with anthropometric measure of neck
circumference that is in the range between 381 mm to 420 mm.

Figure 13. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s
neck circumference.

The illustration of experiment neck circumference feature labeling in
Figure 13 will later be used to compare with the clustering result of three
categories. The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated
participant’s neck circumference from experiment is with clustering result of
trained comment vectors.
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Neck width: Figure 14 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of participant’s neck width. Red color indicates
the particular comment is provided by participant with anthropometric
measure of neck width that is less than or equal to 120 mm; Blue color
indicates the particular comment is provided by participant with
anthropometric measure of neck width that is more than 120mm.

Figure 14. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s
neck width.

The illustration of experiment neck width feature labeling in Figure 14
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories. The
comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated participant’s
neck width from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment
vectors.
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Thumb width: Figure 15 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of participant’s thumb width. Red color
indicates participant with thumb width of less than or equal to 19 mm
commented the particular comment; Blue color indicates participant with
thumb width of more than 19 mm commented the particular comment.

Figure 15. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s
thumb width.

The illustration of experiment thumb width feature labeling in Figure 15
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories. The
comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated participant’s
thumb width from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment
vectors.
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Index finger width: Figure 16 showed the visualization of comment
vectors labeled with usability feature of participant’s index finger width. Red
color indicates participant with index finger width of less than or equal to 15
mm commented the particular comment; Blue color indicates participant
with thumb width of more than 15 mm commented the particular comment.

Figure 16. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding participant’s
index finger width.

The illustration of experiment index finger width feature labeling in
Figure 16 will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two
categories. The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated
participant’s index finger width from experiment is with clustering result of
trained comment vectors.
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Charger button position: Figure 17 showed the visualization of
comment vectors labeled with usability feature of headset’s charger port
position. Red color indicates the particular comment was provided when
participant surveyed on headset that its charger port position is positioned
inside; Blue color indicates the particular comment was provided when
participant surveyed on headset that its charger port position is positioned
outside.

Figure 17. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s
charger port position.

The illustration of experiment charger position feature labeling in Figure
17 will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories.
The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated headset’s
charger position from experiment is with clustering result of trained
comment vectors.
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Power position: Figure 18 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of headset’s power button position. Red color
indicates the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on
headset that its power button position is positioned inside; Blue color
indicates the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on
headset that its power button position is positioned outside.

Figure 18. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s power
button position.
The illustration of experiment power button position feature labeling in
Figure 18 will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two
categories. The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated
headset’s power button position from experiment is with clustering result of
trained comment vectors.
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Volume and music control button: Figure 19 showed the visualization
of comment vectors labeled with usability feature of headset’s power button
position. Red color indicates the particular comment was provided when
participant surveyed on headset that its volume control button and music
control button are the same button which different interactions result either
volume controlling or music forward and backward controlling; Blue color
indicates the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on
headset that its volume button and music forward and backward control
button are independently situated at different position.

Figure 19. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset with
either its volume button and music control button are combined or
separated

The illustration of experiment volume button and music control button
feature labeling in Figure 19 will later be used to compare with the clustering
result of two categories. The comparison is done by observing how similar
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is the indicated headset’s volume and music control button from experiment
is with clustering result of trained comment vectors.

Model weight: Figure 20 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of headset’s weight. Red color indicates the
particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset that
its body weight ranges between 21g to 30g; Blue color indicates the
particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset that
its body weight ranges between 31g to 40g; Green color indicates the
particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset that
its body weight exceed beyond 40g.

Figure 20. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s model
weight.

The illustration of experiment model weight feature labeling in Figure 20
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of three categories.
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The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated headset’s
model weight from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment
vectors.

Ear buds store method: Figure 21 showed the visualization of comment
vectors labeled with usability feature of headset’s ear buds store method. Red
color indicates the particular comment was provided when participant
surveyed on headset that its ear buds are stored by using magnet method;
Blue color indicates the particular comment was provided when participant
surveyed on headset that its ear buds are stored by using press button method;
Green color indicates the particular comment was provided when participant
surveyed on headset that its ear buds are stored by using wire puling method.

Figure 21. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s ear
buds store method.
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The illustration of experiment ear buds store method feature labeling in
Figure 21 will later be used to compare with the clustering result of three
categories. The comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated
headset’s ear buds store method from experiment is with clustering result of
trained comment vectors.

Wire length: Figure 22 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of headset’s wire length. Red color indicates
the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset
that its wire length in range between 160 mm to 185 mm; Blue color indicates
the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset
that its wire length in range between 185 mm to 250 mm.

Figure 22. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s wire
length.
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The illustration of experiment wire length feature labeling in Figure 22
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories. The
comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated headset’s wire
length from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment vectors.

Wire diameter: Figure 23 showed the visualization of comment vectors
labeled with usability feature of headset’s wire diameter. Red color indicates
the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset
that its wire length in range between 0.5 mm to 0.9 mm. Blue color indicates
the particular comment was provided when participant surveyed on headset
that its wire diameter in range between 1.0 mm to 1.4 mm. Comment vectors
labeled with usability features and their respective color indicators are
summarized in Table 3.

Figure 23. Comment vectors labeled with corresponding headset’s wire
diameter.
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The illustration of experiment wire diameter feature labeling in Figure 23
will later be used to compare with the clustering result of two categories. The
comparison is done by observing how similar is the indicated participant’s
age group from experiment is with clustering result of trained comment
vectors.
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Comment vectors clustering

The result of clustering vector will be used with the comparison of
experiment usability feature data. Since there are different number of
categories in different usability features, we prepared clustering of two
clusters and three clusters of comment vectors as listed below.

4.3.1

Clustering result of comment vectors

After conducting K-means clustering to classify comment vectors into
clusters of two and three respectively, the results of classification are shown
in Figure 22 and Figure 23, with each color represents different cluster.

Figure 24. Visualization of comment vectors clustered into two groups.
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Through the clustering process as shown in Figure 26, comment vectors
are divided into two clusters with each comment belong to either yellow
cluster or the green cluster.

Figure 25. Visualization of comment vectors clustered into three groups
While clustering result from Figure 26 shows the comment vectors
divided into three clusters with each comment belongs to either yellow
cluster, green cluster, or the red cluster.
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4.3.2

Usability feature rank

In order to obtain the rank of the usability features that explain best on
the cluster of comment vectors, we collected accuracy calculated from
confusion matrix to compare which usability feature that matches best with
the clusters of comment vectors. Table 4 is the collected rank of usability
feature with their respective accuracy calculated from confusion matrix.

Table 4. Rank of usability features that explain best of clusters of
comment vectors
Rank

Usability features

Accuracy

1

Volume and music control button

71.88 %

2

Power position

66.59 %

3

Neck width

62.74 %

4

Wire diameter

60.82 %

5

Index width

55.53 %

6

Charger position

54.09 %

7

Wire length

54.09 %

8

Gender

53.13 %

9

Thumb width

53.13 %

10

Age group

48.08 %

11

Ear buds store method

39.90 %

12

Model weight

38.22 %

13

Neck circumference

37.98 %

From Table 4, it shows that “Volume and music control button” acquired
the highest accuracy, which is 71.88 %, in matching with the clusters of
comment vectors clustering. While the rank followed by “Power position”
with accuracy of 66.59%, “Neck width” with 62.74%, “Wire diameter” with
60.82%, “Index width” with 55.53%, “Charger position” and “Wire length”
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with 54.09%, “Gender” and “Thumb width” with 53.13%, “Age group” with
48.08%, “Ear buds store method” with 39.90%, “Model weight” with 38.22%
and lastly, “Neck circumference” with 37.98%.

From the result, “Volume and music control button” defined as the
comment provided by a participant on the headset that either has combined
volume button and music control button, or separate volume button and
music control button. Among 16 types of LG neckband Bluetooth headsets,
some of the headsets have their volume, music forward and backward
functions combined in a single button. While some of them have both volume,
and music control independent button. The high accuracy in the table
indicates that the comments are clustered in a way that the contents within in
cluster is relevant to whether the volume button and music button are
combined together or not.

4.3.3

Further analysis

To explore the relationship between subject features and product physical
features, we inserted a particular product physical feature into comment
vector axis and observed the accuracy difference of subject features in
comment vector clustering.

We expected when inserting product physical feature label into the
comment vector axis, it will improve the accuracy of comment vector cluster
to match better with subject feature label. In other words, the input of product
physical feature will allow the clusters of comment vectors will show similar
result as categories in subject features such as age group, gender, neck
circumference, neck width, thumb width and index finger width.
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Even though, the accuracy of comment vector cluster matches with
subject feature label did not increase with the insertion of product physical
feature. Accuracy of comment vector cluster matches with subject feature
improves when inserted with subject feature while accuracy of comment
vector cluster matches with product feature improves when inserted with
product feature. It is to note that same feature will not be used in calculating
the accuracy of comment vector when it is used as an insertion feature.

This phenomenon can be explained by the characteristics of collected
comments where the survey to collect qualitative text is not designed for this
research. In the survey, the survey was mostly emphasized on the physical
features of the headset while lack of collecting information regarding
subject’s data in the text data.

Table 5. Accuracy difference of comment vectors after usability feature
insertion
Target cluster feature

Inserted feature

Accuracy
difference

Subject’s feature:
Gender

Neck circumference

39.90 %

Neck width

20.67 %

Thumb width

36.78 %

Index width

29.09 %

Gender

14.66 %

Neck width
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Index width

18.03 %

Gender

39.18 %

Neck circumference

32.69 %

Neck width

20.19 %

Index width

35.82 %

Gender

29.57 %

Neck circumference

22.60 %

Neck width

25.00 %

Thumb width

33.41 %

Gender

36.78 %

Neck width

26.92 %

Thumb width

26.20 %

Index width

26.68 %

Thumb width

Index width

Neck circumference

Product physical features:
Charger position

Power position

14.66 %

Model weight

13.94 %

Wire length

13.46 %

Wire diameter

21.39 %

Power position

Volume + Forward

20.43 %

Wire length

Charger position

12.50 %

Ear buds store

13.22 %

Charger position

13.94 %

Model weight

32.21 %

Ear buds store

26.20 %

Wire diameter
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Ear buds store

Model weight

Model weight

30.05 %

Wire diameter

30.05 %

Ear buds store

19.30 %

Wire diameter

31.01 %
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Conclusion and Discussion
Summary of findings

The research has focused on the study of the application capability of text
processing algorithm in analysis of qualitative text data collected from
usability activities. The approach method of this study, which involves
analyzing text data using Word2Vec and Doc2Vec algorithm, usability
feature labeling and clustering the comment vectors, showed “Volume and
music control button” as the usability feature that matches best with the
cluster of comment vectors.

We examined the comments that concentrated on the centroids of the two
clusters resulted from comment vectors clustering to see how these
comments are different within different clusters of “combine or separate
button of volume and music control” that has the highest accuracy matching
with comment vector clusters among others. Comments concentrated around
first centroid cluster, as shown in Table 6, explain issues regarding to the
positions and appearance of buttons of the headset. For instances, the
participant evaluated that the buttons are easy to find; some participant
mentioned about the position of a button part which prickled the neck; Some
evaluated that the volume button and music control button seem to be
coarsely made; other also evaluated feeling uncomfortable when the volume
button and music control button are situated at the top of headset surface.
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While comments concentrated around second centroid cluster, as shown
in Table 7, emphasize contents regarding the issues that occurred when
interacting with buttons for certain function. For instances, there is comment
about the operation was neither convenient nor intuitive because it required
the participant to press the button several times; Few participants also
commented the confusion occurred between the operation of volume control
and music control where one of the participant misinterpreted the louder
symbol of volume as forward button in music control; Some evaluated
comment about the difficulty in grasping the right button for its function;
There is also positive comment such as the easiness to learn and remember
for device manipulation because the control is familiar with other devices.
Other also evaluated the inconvenience of using frequently used button at the
end of the device.

Table 6. Comments concentrated around centroid of cluster 1.
Centroid comments in cluster 1
디자인만 빼면 전체적으로 좋다.
Except for design, overall is good.
버튼의 위치나 작동이 간편하며 복잡하지 않아 편하다.
The buttons are easy to position, operate and not complicated.
디자인하단부에 찔릴 것 같아 불안하고 보관하기 불편할듯하다.
색상이 마음에 들지 않는다.
It seems uncomfortable to be prickled at the bottom of the design and
inconvenient to keep. I do not like the color.
기능도 깔끔하고 음질도 좋았다. 지금까지 써본 테스트 이어폰
중에 아직까지는 성능이 제일 만족스러운 기종인 것 같다.
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The function is clear and sound quality is good too. Among the test
earphones, that have been used so far, it seems to be the most satisfactory
model.
디자인이 투박하고, 곡 이동/볼륨 조절 버튼이 조악하여 내구성이
많이 떨어질 것으로 보인다. 곡 재생 버튼과 전화버튼은
익숙해져도 항상 헷갈릴 것 같다.
The design is rugged, and the movement / volume control buttons seem
to be coarse and lack of durability. The song playback and phone buttons
are always confusing even when you get used to it.
기기 고급스러운 느낌도 있고 깔끔해 보이지만 살짝 무겁다.
버튼이 너무 작다. 밀어서 작동시키는 버튼은 밀렸는지 확신이
너무 안 든다. 확실한 피드백이 있도록 설계해야할 것 같다.
이어팁이 너무 숨어버리니까 뺄 때 불편해서 고쳐야할 것 같다.
There is also a feeling of luxury and clean from the device, but a bit heavy.
The button is too small. I am not convinced that the push-button is pressed
or not. It has to be designed to have clear feedback. The ear tip is so hiding
that I feel uncomfortable when I pull it out.
목 쪽으로 무게감은 있지만 튼튼하고 견고해 보인다.
There is weight on the neck, but it looks durable and sturdy.
볼륨버튼과 다음 곡/이전 곡 버튼이 위쪽에 있어서 불편하다.
머리가 길어서 더욱 불편했다. 음질이 좋고 내구성이 좋아
보인다. 버튼 조작 속도가 빨라서 편리했다
The volume button and the next song / previous song button are
uncomfortable at the top. I am even more uncomfortable because my hair
is long. Sound quality and durability look good. The button operation was
fast and convenient.
무겁고 부담스럽다. 디자인도 투박하다.
It is heavy and burdensome. The design is also coarse.
이어팁을 착용하고 다시 보관하기가 편리하고 조작 시 손목에
무리가 덜 간다. 하지만 이어폰 자체가 무거워서 목과 어깨
부분에 무리가 간다. 전체적으로 버튼의 사용법을 배우고
활용하기 어렵지 않다.
It is convenient to wear ear tip and keep it back, and the wrist is less fatigue
when operating. However, the earphone itself is heavy, so the neck and
shoulders are burdensome. It is not difficult to learn and use the button as a
whole.
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Table 7. Comments concentrated around centroid of cluster 2.
Centroid comments in cluster 2
우선 목을 둘러싼 기기 자체의 착용감은 그렇게 나쁘진 않았으나,
더운 날씨에는 기기와 목 사이에 땀이 미끌거려서 불편하다.
이어폰은 줄이 짧아서 불편했다. 이어폰 줄 조절 기능이 있다는
걸 깨닫고 나선 이어폰 착용자체는 나쁘지 않았지만, 개인적으로
earbud 타입(귀내부 고정형) 이어폰을 별로 좋아하지 않아서 싫다.
조작은 버튼을 여러 번 눌러야 되는 경우가 있어서 별로 편리하지
않았고 직관적이지도 않았다.
The wearing of the device around the neck itself is not so bad, but in hot
weather, it is uncomfortable due to sweat between the device and the neck.
The earphones were inconvenient because the strings are short. It was not
bad to wear a spiral earphone, but I hate it because I do not like earbud type
earphones. The operation was not very convenient and intuitive because
it sometimes required pressing the button several times.
최소 볼륨도 소리가 커서, 볼륨 조절이 불편했다. 볼륨 높이는
버튼이 직관적으로 생각했을 때 다음 곡으로 넘어가야 할 것
같은데, 이전 곡으로 넘어가서 불편했다. 기능의 위치를 서로
바꾸면 편리할 것 같다. 전원 버튼은 제품을 켜거나 끌 때만
사용하기 때문에 밖으로 노출되어 있어 사용하기 불편했다.
Even the minimum volume is too loud, therefore uncomfortable when
controlling the volume. Intuitively, the volume increases when pressing
upward and so do songs will move next but ended going back to previous
song. It would be convenient to change the position of functions. The power
button is only be used when turning the product on or off, it is inconvenient
to use when it is exposed to the outside.
페어링 된 것을 나타내주느라 기기 맨 앞부분 통화 옆쪽에서
계속 상태 등에 불이 들어오는데 그럴 필요가 없는 것 같다. 다음
곡/이전 곡과 볼륨조절 버튼 위치가 애매하다. 불편하다. 통화,
재생/일시정지 버튼이 작으므로 좀 컸으면 좋겠다. 선이 밖으로
노출된 부분이 많고 대롱대롱 거려서 어딘가에 살짝 걸리면
귀에서 이어팁이 쉽게 빠진다.
To indicate that it is paired, the status lights on the side of the front part of
the device seems unnecessary. The position of the next song / previous
song and volume control button is ambiguous. Uncomfortable. The call,
play / pause button is small, so I hope it gets bigger. There are many exposed
parts of the line.
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기능적인 부분은 모두 매우 직관적이며 각 기능간의 구분,
반응속도 등이 만족스럽다. 충전단자가 몸통 안쪽에 있는 점과
이어폰 줄이 외부로 노출되었고, 몸체가 다소 무겁고, 전원 끌 때
진동을 주지 않는 점이 아쉽다.
All of the functional parts are very intuitive, and the distinction between
the functions and the speed of the reaction are satisfactory. It is
unfortunate that the charging terminal is located inside the body, the
earphone line is exposed to the outside, and the body is somewhat heavy and
does not vibrate when the power is turned off.
통화, 재생/일시정지 버튼이 깔끔하지만, 버튼의 위치가 잘 파악이
안 돼서 누르기 불편하다. 선이 밖으로 노출된 부분이 많고
대롱대롱 거려서 어딘가에 살짝 걸리면 귀에서 이어팁이 쉽게
빠진다.
The call, play / pause button is neat, but it is inconvenient to press the
button because of the difficulty in grasping the right function with its
position. There are many exposed parts of the line.
버튼의 배열이나 구성, 조작방식 등은 다소 편리하고 고급스러운
편이지만, 이어밴드가 너무 말리는 느낌이 있다. 각종 버튼 조작
시 손목이 과도하게 굴절되는 경향이 높다. 버튼 구성에는
독특함과 참신함이 있으면서도 다른 기기들과의 친숙성이 높아
기기 조작을 위한 학습이나 기억에 용이하다.
Arrangement, configuration and operation of the buttons are somewhat
convenient and luxurious, but the ear buds feel too sticky. There is a high
tendency for the wrist to be excessively bended when operating various
buttons. The button configuration is unique and novel, yet it is easy to learn
and remember for device manipulation because it is familiar with other
devices.
버튼이 이어폰 끝에 있어 가지고 작동하기 위해 손가락 자세가
어색하고 불편하다.
The button is at the end of the earphone, therefore the fingertips are awkward
and uncomfortable to work with.
이어팁의 수납 방법에 대해 많은 생각을 했다는 게 제품에서
느껴지기는 하는데, 이정도 규격에 이어폰의 선까지 깔끔하게
수납할 수 있으면 훨씬 좋을 것 같다. 이어팁을 귀에 낄 때 꽉
낀다는 느낌이 들어서 귓구멍이 작은 사람들에겐 별로 추천하고
싶은 기기는 아닌 것 같다.
It is felt that many thoughts are put into storing method of ear tips, but it
seems to be much better if it can neatly store the line of earphone with this
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standard. I feel tight when I put the ear tips in my ears, so I would
recommend to people with small ear holes.

일단 이어폰의 기본적인 기능만 넣었다는 느낌. 가벼운 몸체에
수납이 편리하다는 게 장점이지만 그 외의 인터페이스나 버튼,
기능 등이 다른 이어폰에 비해서 좀 부실해 보인다.
It feels like only basic functions exist in the earphone. It is convenient to
store due to light body, but other interfaces or buttons, and functions seem
to be insufficient than other earphones.
외형디자인을 봤을 때는 완전 호감이다. JBL 사운드 로고가 있는
것도 호감이다. 깔끔한 흰색 바디에, 재질감도 조금 있어서
상당히 좋아하는 디자인 스타일이다. 하지만, 무슨 이유인지는
모르겠지만, 특정 자주 사용하는 버튼의 위치가 끝에 위치하고
있어서 사용하기 불편하다는 느낌을 받았다. 외형 스피커 기능은
오른쪽에만 위치하고 있어서 상당히 별로였다. 외형 스피커
기능은 필요 없는 기능으로 인식되었다. 디자인이 깔끔하기
때문에 최종적인 만족도에서는 좋은 편에 속했으나, 사용성적인
측면에서는 위의 몇 가지 문제 때문에 별로였다.
When you look at the exterior design, it gives good impression. JBL sound
logo also give good impression. With its clean white body and texture feel,
it is a design style that I like quite a lot. However, I do not know why, but I
feel that it is inconvenient to use certain frequently used buttons at the
end. The external speaker function is located only on the right side, so it was
not very good. The external speaker function was recognized as an
unnecessary function. The design is neat, so it was good in overal
satisfaction, but in terms of usability, it was not good because of some
problems above.

When comparing the centroid comments from these two clusters, it can
be seen that the comments in each clusters correspond to the categories of
“volume and music control button”. When one of the categories of “volume
and music control button”, which is the button of volume control and button
of music control are designed in independent way with each respective one
on each side of the headset, the participant experienced less confusion and
thus the comments only mentioned about the appearance and the position of
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the button. While in the situation of another category, which is the button of
volume control and button of music control are designed in a combined way
on a single button, the participants experienced the interface issues regarding
the buttons such as operating methods, confusion of functions and
learnability of button functions.

This study has its limitations in which there is a lack of standard
parameters suggestions provided by same research field. Especially the
dimension size used in training of word vectors in respect to the collected
number of comments, the choice can have large impact onto the distribution
of words and comment vectors in the training space.

Practical implications
With the effort in finding a reliable analysis procedure for qualitative text
data, this can enable the quantitative score collected from usability
experiment to perform machine learning algorithms such as neural network
to train together with the quantified qualitative text data to predict usability
score for a particular product. This can also be extended to the analysis of
large amount of online product reviews data.

Future research
In future research, we will train qualitative text data by different training
dimensions and different number of comments size in order to find balanced
parameter settings for more reliable result. We will try for other validation
methods found in machine learning to compare the results.
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Abstract (Korean)
제품의 특징 중에 사용성이 높아야 한다는 것은 사용자
관점에 꼭 만족하여야 하는 기본 요구가 되었다. 이 요구 사항을
만족시키지 못한 경우에는 사용자가 그 제품을 사용하지 않게 될
수도 있다. 사용성평가를 통한 정량적, 정성적인 데이터를 통해
사용성 문제점을 파악할 수 있지만 정량적 데이터를 분석하는
방법론에

대한

연구는

많이

부족한

실정이다.

즉,

정량적

데이터를 분석할 수 있는 방법론이 개발되어 있지 않아 이러한
데이터의 유용성이 낮게 평가 되어져 왔다. 그러나, 데이터 분석
연구의 급속한 발전으로 정량적 텍스트 데이터를 분석할 수 있는
가능성이 높아졌다. 그 예로, 컴퓨터에서 인간 언어를 이해하는
자연어 처리 분야, 예측 모델 및 클러스터링 도구를 제공하는
기계 학습 분야가 있다.

따라서 본 연구의 목적은 사용성 평가를 통해 수집 된 정량적
텍스트 데이터의 분석을 위한 텍스트 처리 알고리즘의 응용
가능성을 연구하는 것이다.

이 연구는 LG 넥밴드 헤드셋 사용성

평가 실험을 통해 수집 된 데이터 세트를 이용하였다. 이용한
데이터 세트는 헤드셋 설문 텍스트 데이터와 사용자 데이터
그리고 제품의 물리적 데이터가 있다. 텍스트 처리 알고리즘과
통합 된 분석 절차에서 벡터 공간에 코멘트를 학습하고 사용자
및 제품 물리적 피처 데이터로 레이블을 지정하고 클러스터링을
사용하여 코멘트 벡터 클러스터링의 결과를 검증하였다.
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결과에서 분류된 두개의 클러스터와 가장 일치하는 사용성
피처는 “볼륨 및 곡 이동 버튼”이다. 중심 코멘트를 살펴봤을 때,
분류된 두개 중 하나의 클러스터 중심 코멘트는 모양과 버튼
위치를 강조하는 반면, 다른 클러스터의 중심 코멘트는 버튼
인터페이스 문제점을 강조한 내용이다.

볼륨 및 곡 이동 버튼이

별도로 설계된 제품에서는 피실험자는 두 버튼에 대한 혼동이
적었으며

버튼의

위치와

모양에

대해서만

언급한

문제점을

제시했다. 반면, 볼륨 및 곡 이동 버튼이 하나로 설계된 제품에
대해서는 조작 방법, 기능의 혼란, 버튼 기능의 학습성과 같은
인터페이스 문제점을 서술했다. 클러스터 중심 코멘트 내용과
추출된 사용성 피처의 높은 관련성은 사용성평가에서 정성적
텍스트 데이터를 분석 할 때 텍스트 처리 알고리즘의 응용
가능성을 증명했다 .

주요어: Usability, Qualitative data, Text-processing algorithm, Word2Vec,
Natural Language Processing
학번: 2016-22086
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